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Commons Tailor 5 Piece Bench Dining Set HL-COM-SL-5BDS-CON-SIL
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Description

Industrial Chic style made maintenance free with the Commons 5 Piece Bench Dining Set. The concrete-look
Commons Trestle Dining Table is carefully crafted from a fully welded and powder coated frame combined
with a proprietary Al-Stone concrete table top. Al-Stone is made from rust-proof aluminum with a heat and
vacuum applied laminate that is incredibly realistic and scratch resistant. Two benches are matched with a
pair of comfortable dining chairs, featuring all-weather gray olefin fabric in a sophisticated tailored design.
Eclectic and accommodating, the Commons 5 Piece Bench Dining Set is the perfect way to make your guests
feel at home, outdoors.

Includes
1x Commons Trestle Dining Table HL-COM-SL-79DT-CON
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2x Commons Trestle Dining Bench HL-COM-SL-3DB-CON-SIL
2x Tailor Dining Chair - Slate HL-TA-SL-DAC-OG

Dimensions
Commons Trestle Dining Table: 79L x 39.25W x 29.5H (73 lbs.)

Frame Height: 29.5
Under Table Height: 27.75

Commons Trestle Dining Bench: 74.75L x 15.75W x 17.25H (31 lbs.)
Frame Height: 17.25
Seat Height (No Cushion): 17.25
Seat Height (With Cushion): 18.25

Tailor Dining Chair : 23.75L x 23.75W x 32.75H (9 lbs.)
Frame Height: 32.75
Seat Height (No Cushion): 17
Seat Height (With Cushion): 19.25
Back Height: 13.5
Arm Height: 26

Features
Durable, rust proof frames made from thick gauge aluminum with a high-quality powder coated finish
that is appropriate for residential and commercial settings.
Scratch resistant proprietary Al-Stone top with a concrete look.
Padded Olefin rope seat bucket contoured for comfort.
Upholstered "indoor look" dining chair for outdoor use.
Plastic foot glides help to protect your patio from scratching and also to help keep the furniture
protected from dirt or water that can accumulate on the patio.
Recommended for use only under covered patios, or if placed in direct sun, must be covered with
protective cover to prevent fading
Includes comfortable outdoor-grade seat pad.


